
 

 

 
 

Changing Beliefs About Overcoming Social Anxiety 
 

Currently you possibly don’t have 100% absolute conviction that you can and will overcome 

your social anxiety just yet. And if that’s the case, that’s OK.  

 
It is important however, to be convinced that you can and will overcome your social anxiety.  

 

But to get to that place is a bit of a process. Because it may be possible to fully believe it after 
this exercise, and then on a day that you don’t feel all that great your negative thoughts might 

cause doubt (of course you want to immediately challenge those doubtful thoughts and replace 

them with positive expectations!). 

 

So while the exercise in this article will likely be helpful, don’t be discouraged when you 

sometimes feel less optimistic.  

 

Instead, when this happens, challenge yourself to stay optimistic.  

 
You are in control of your thoughts. And you can fully overcome your social anxiety if you just 

keep moving forward with the steps in the system. And it is not difficult. And you can take 

small steps every day.  

 

Plus you will see results quickly, and these results are what will help you stay optimistic as 

well. In short, stay positive and keep going ☺ 

 

 

Why You Don’t Believe It’s Possible Yet 
 
When you’re not a 100% convinced yet, then this is because of the negative limiting beliefs you 

have about the possibility of you being free of anxiety. You have those beliefs likely due to 

failed attempts in the past, and possibly because certain resources have told you it’s not 

possible. 

 

Well, just be open to the possibility that the action you have taken in the past was not successful 

for very good reasons. That there is nothing wrong with you. And that by applying EFT in the 

right way you will be taking the right action and you’ll move towards your goals. 

 

Plus, what people say and advice you is based upon their experience (or often, from what they 
read, or from what they heard someone else say…) and their truth.  

 

What I tell you is based upon my experience (from both my own journey from social anxiety 
disorder to social confidence and from more than 3 years of coaching socially phobic clients to 

be anxiety-free) and my truth.  

 

You can become 100% anxiety-free. 

 

And with the exercise in this article we’re going to start changing some of your negative 

expectations about how possible that is for you, or how rapidly that is possible for you.  



 

 

AND, you don’t have to stick with this exercise for days.  

AND you don’t have to do it perfectly. 

 

The exercise is intended to help you gain some relief and perspective. To show you that the 

beliefs are false, and hopefully to provide some relief  
 
 

 

What Exactly Is A Belief? 
 

Simply said, a belief is a thought or an idea that feels real. It’s a feeling of certainty about 

something. It’s an idea or thought that you have been thinking over and over again. And you 

believe that thought to be true.  

 

 

Examples of limiting negative beliefs can be: 

 

• “I’m not good enough” 

• “People are out to get me” 

• “Nobody likes me” 

• “Life is a struggle” 

• “The world is a dangerous place” 

• “I must be perfect or else people won’t like me” 

• “I can never overcome my social anxiety” 

• “Overcoming my social anxiety is hard” 

• Etc. 

 

 

These beliefs come from all sorts of sources (your parents, teachers, siblings, experiences you 

had, Etc.).  

 
Your for example might have come home one day with a rapport card with all A’s and one B.  

 

Your parents might have neglected all the wonderful A’s you got, but asked you what 
happened with the one B instead. This might have caused you to form a limiting belief like “I 

must be perfect to be loved”. 

 
Maybe you grew up with a very cautious mother. And every day when you left the house your 

mom would anxiously say to you “be careful honey”. This might have caused you to form a 

belief that “the world is a dangerous place“.  

 

You might have moved to a different city and you joined a new school halfway the school 

year. You had trouble fitting in and you didn’t have any friends. You might’ve formed the 
limiting belief “nobody likes me”. 

 

You might have tried a wide variety of therapies and self-help tools and you might have 
worked with therapists and you might have tried everything and nothing has worked so far. 

And you might believe “nothing works for me” or “I’ll forever be anxious”. 

 
The thing is, you have experiences in life and from those experiences you make decisions 

about yourself, others and/or the world around you. These decisions become your beliefs.  

 

You also pick up beliefs directly from people important to you (parents, teachers, siblings, 

etc). Some beliefs are positive, some are negative and limiting. 



 

 

By not changing negative and limiting beliefs, you walk around with them for the rest of your 

life. This results in you living a limited life. When you change your beliefs, you have more 

freedom, health, happiness, wealth, etc.  

 

 

 

Why Having Positive Beliefs Is So Important 

 
Because positive beliefs give you positive emotions and negative (limiting) beliefs give you 
negative emotions.  

 

See it like this… 

 

Your beliefs basically serve as lenses. Lenses through which you perceive the world around 

you. These lenses filter the incoming information. And you then end up with thoughts and 
emotions about the filtered information. 

 

When we change the beliefs (the lenses), we end up with different information. And because 
we end up with different filtered information, we inevitably also respond differently to that 

filtered information.  

 

So by changing your beliefs you change your thinking and emotions. 

 

Because when you change your beliefs, you change how you perceive the world. And once 

you change that you will end up with different filtered information and will make different 

meaning out of the things that happen around you.  

 

And so when you change your negative, limiting beliefs into positive ones it results in 
experiencing different, positive emotions. 

 

If you can successfully change a negative belief into a positive one, you end up feeling 
different (positive) in the exact same situation. The circumstances don’t change, but because 

you changed the belief (the lens), your interpretation of what happens changes. And therefore 

you feel different about it! 

 

 

So this is why it’s important to have positive beliefs about overcoming your social anxiety! 
Right now you possibly have a few limiting beliefs about overcoming your social anxiety.  

 

You might believe… 
 

� I can never get over my social anxiety 

� My social anxiety is too big for me to get over 
� I need therapy for a long time to get over my social anxiety 

� My social anxiety is in my genes so I can’t overcome it 

� I can't get over my social anxiety completely 

� I can't get over my social anxiety right now 

� Etc. 

 

And having these doubtful thoughts (limiting beliefs) about overcoming your social anxiety can 

hamper your progress. 

 
When you change these beliefs to positive beliefs you’ll have positive thoughts about 

overcoming your social anxiety.  



 

 

When you choose to believe that you can and will overcome your social anxiety, you’ll make it 

happen (and you will make it happen as you keep following along with the exercises)! 

 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

"Whether you think you can or whether you think you can't, you're right." 

-Henry Ford 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

By using the below EFT tapping sequence you likely can easily change a limiting belief into a 

positive one. And a positive belief about overcoming your social anxiety is beneficial because 

you will feel optimistic and motivated to tackle your social anxiety once and for all.  

 
 

 

The Exercise: 
 

Say the following statement OUT LOUD: “I am convinced I can and will overcome my social 
anxiety” 

 

On a scale of 0-10 how true (0 being not true at all,10 being completely true) is this statement? 

 

Right now the statement is probably at a low number. Which is to be expected and perfectly 

OK. This is why you will be doing the exercises below. 

 

 

… 
 

 

Changing Limiting Beliefs:  
 

Allow yourself to be negative in this exercise. I want you to be totally honest with yourself. It’s 

OK to be negative in this exercise to get to the limiting beliefs that are making your progress 

more challenging.  

 

Once you uncover them (which is easy) you can change them into positive ones.  

 

 

Step1: Ask yourself the questions:  
 

“Why do I not believe I can and will overcome my social anxiety?” 

“Why am I going to stay socially anxious?” 

“Why can I not overcome my social anxiety?” 

 

The answers to these questions are your limiting beliefs. 

 

 

Examples: 
 

� I’ve had it for so long so it’s not possible for me to overcome it 

� My social anxiety is who I am, I can’t change who I am 



 

 

� I’ve tried everything and nothing works for me 

� It’s impossible to overcome social anxiety 

� It’s impossible for me to overcome my social anxiety 

� It takes a long time to overcome social anxiety 

� I will have social anxiety for the rest of my life 
 

 

 

 

Step2: Ask yourself the question: “What is something positive that you want to believe 

instead?” 

 

The answer to this question is the positive belief you want to install. 

 

 

Example: 

 

Step1: Ask yourself the question: “Why do I not believe I can overcome my social anxiety?” 
 

Answer: Because nothing ever works for me 

 

Limiting belief: “Nothing ever works for me” 

 

Step2: Ask yourself the question: “What is something positive that you want to believe 

instead?” 

 

Answer: This is going to work for me surprisingly well 
 

Positive belief you want to install: ”This is going to work for me surprisingly well” 

 
 

 

 
Now that you have both the negative, limiting belief that you want to get rid of and the positive 

belief you want to install, start tapping on your Karate Chop point (KC) and say out loud: 

 

Even though I can‘t overcome my social anxiety because -fill in your limiting belief- I choose 

to believe that -fill in the positive belief you want to install. 

 

Even though I can‘t overcome my social anxiety because -fill in your limiting belief- I choose 

to believe that -fill in the positive belief you want to install. 

 
Even though I can‘t overcome my social anxiety because -fill in your limiting belief- I choose 

to believe that -fill in the positive belief you want to install. 

 
 

Now start tapping over all the points and say out loud: 

 

EB Say your limiting belief out loud 

SE Say your limiting belief out loud 

UE Say your limiting belief out loud 

UN Say your limiting belief out loud 

CH Say your limiting belief out loud 

CB Say your limiting belief out loud 

UA Say your limiting belief out loud 



 

 

LP Say your limiting belief out loud 

WR Say your limiting belief out loud 

TH Say your limiting belief out loud 

 

 
EB I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

SE I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

UE I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 
UN I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

CH I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

CB I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

UA I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

LP I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

WR I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

TH I choose to believe -say the positive belief you want to install out loud- 

 

 

EB Say your limiting belief out loud 
SE Say the positive belief you want to install out loud 

UE Say your limiting belief out loud 

UN Say the positive belief you want to install out loud 

CH Say your limiting belief out loud 

CB Say the positive belief you want to install out loud 

UA Say your limiting belief out loud 

LP Say the positive belief you want to install out loud 

WR Say your limiting belief out loud 

TH Say the positive belief you want to install out loud 
 

EB Say the positive belief you installed out loud 

SE That’s what I believe now 
UE Say the positive belief you installed out loud 

UN That’s the truth! 

CH Say the positive belief you installed out loud 
CB That’s what I believe now 

UA Say the positive belief you installed out loud 

LP That’s the truth! 

WR Say the positive belief you installed out loud 

TH I love knowing that -say the positive belief you installed out loud- 

 

 

 

 
Example: 

 

Start tapping on your Karate Chop point (KC) and say out loud: 
 

Even though I can‘t overcome my social anxiety because nothing ever works for me I choose to 

believe that this is going to work for me surprisingly well. 

 

Even though I can‘t overcome my social anxiety because nothing ever works for me I choose to 

believe that this is going to work for me surprisingly well. 

 

Even though I can‘t overcome my social anxiety because nothing ever works for me I choose to 

believe that this is going to work for me surprisingly well. 

 



 

 

Now start tapping over all the points and say out loud: 

 

EB nothing ever works for me 

SE nothing ever works for me 

UE nothing ever works for me 
UN nothing ever works for me 

CH nothing ever works for me 

CB nothing ever works for me 
UA nothing ever works for me 

LP nothing ever works for me 

WR nothing ever works for me 

TH nothing ever works for me 

 

 

EB I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

SE I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

UE I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

UN I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 
CH I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

CB I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

UA I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

LP I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

WR I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

TH I choose to believe -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

 

 

EB nothing ever works for me 
SE this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

UE nothing ever works for me 

UN this is going to work for me surprisingly well 
CH nothing ever works for me 

CB this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

UA nothing ever works for me 
LP this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

WR nothing ever works for me 

TH this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

 

 

EB this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

SE That’s what I believe now 

UE this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

UN That’s the truth! 
CH this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

CB That’s what I believe now 

UA this is going to work for me surprisingly well 
LP That’s the truth! 

WR this is going to work for me surprisingly well 

TH I love knowing that -this is going to work for me surprisingly well- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Note: After you have done this exercise, do your best to stay positive about your upcoming 

freedom of anxiety.  

 

If you have been negative about overcoming your social anxiety for a long time, you might need 

to work on keeping your expectations positive every day.  
 

When negative thoughts come up, challenge them and choose to believe something positive 

instead.  
 

After a while –as you move forward in the social confidence system and you start seeing 

results- this will get easier and easier until you have trained your thinking to stay positive.  

 

Keep up with the positivity and make your positive expectations automatic (it will be easier and 

easier to keep your expectations positive the more you practice having positive expectations), 

which will happen if you keep reinforcing them.  

 

You reinforce the positive expectations every time a negative shows up. You either change the 

thought in your mind to a more positive one, or you tap on it. 
 

I suggest you make a list of all the positive beliefs you come up with (the positives � “this is 

going to work for me surprisingly well” that counter the negative � “nothing ever works for 

me”), and tap on them every time you start to become negative.  

 

Example list: 

  

� This is already working for me 

� I can change how I feel every time 
� I’ve tried everything and I love knowing that this is something that finally works 

� It’s possible to overcome social anxiety, others have done it and I will do it too 

� It’s a matter of persisting and clearing the negative feelings and beliefs 
� I’m getting a tiny bit better, every week 

� I am OK with set backs because I know that I will achieve my goal eventually 

� I choose to trust the process, I know it’s possible 
� I consider all results process and part of the journey 

� I love knowing I will feel at ease in social situations in the nearby future 

� I choose to have positive expectations 

� I expect to be successful 

� I trust the process and know that I can do this  

� Etc 
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